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INTRODUCTION 

The Malden Walkability Committee, made up of nine Malden residents from across the city, was 
formed by Mayor Gary Christenson in 2012. The committee meets at least monthly with three 
representatives from City Hall: one from the Mayor’s office, one from the Malden Department of 
Public Works (DPW), and one from Malden is Moving. The group seeks to address issues of 
pedestrian mobility and safety throughout Malden. 
 
The committee convened in September of 2012 and met weekly for the first month to develop a 
preliminary report to the Mayor on ways to improve the walking environment in Malden Center, 
focusing on improvements that can be made quickly and require minimal expense or rebuilding. 
The committee worked together to produce this report in just four months. 
 
Malden is a densely-populated city of almost 60,000, including more than 11,000 youth, in just 
5 square miles. More than 39,000 vehicles pay excise taxes to the city. With these figures in 
mind, improving both pedestrian safety and walkability are vital to the city’s future. Such 
improvements to Malden's infrastructure and quality of life will raise property values, both 
commercial and residential, while contributing to a sense of city pride and community vitality. 
 
One of the first tasks committee members undertook was to survey the streets on foot, 
evaluating first-hand the most problematic intersections in Malden Center as a way to identify 
problems and propose solutions. This report contains both general recommendations and 
details of members’ findings regarding individual intersections in the Malden Center area. These 
intersections are located on the perimeter to the downtown area surveyed: the Malden 
Government Center area, Commercial Street into Florence Street, Main Street, around Malden 
High School and on to Route 60/Centre Street into Commercial Street. The committee’s 
experience was consistent with the conclusions made in the “Malden Central Business District 
Traffic Operations Assessment” (BETA) study conducted in 2011. 
 
Listed in this report are the most common and easily remedied walkability- and safety-related 
problems identified in the committee’s evaluation of downtown intersections. 
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GENERAL RECOMMENDATIONS 

Short Term Priorities 
 

 Repaint existing crosswalks with a new, more visible ladder crosswalk design, and add 
stop lines one-half vehicle length before crosswalks. 

 

 Disallow “Right Turn on Red” in Malden Center area, and install corresponding 
signage at intersections. 

 

 Install pedestrian signs near crosswalks. 
 

 Require/encourage construction and improvement projects citywide to include 
pedestrian-friendly improvements as part of traffic mediation proposals, especially in 
Malden Center. 
 

 Time all signalized intersections so that cars and pedestrians have adequate moving 
time at a safe speed, and so that walk buttons are no longer necessary. Repair or 
replace non-working walk signals and re-time traffic signals to allow for longer 
pedestrian crossing time. Periodically test signals for good working order. 

 

 Ensure snow removal on sidewalks is performed in this area, as it has high pedestrian 
use, and update snow ordinance accordingly, giving consideration to outdated fee 
structure. Ensure adequate enforcement of shoveling requirements citywide via robo-
call reminder before each storm. 

 

 Study whether new, strategically-placed crosswalks would improve walkability and 
pedestrian safety on Centre Street. 

 

 “Square off” rounded street corners to slow traffic and provide a shorter crossing to 
pedestrians. 

 
Long term priorities  

 

 Install new welcome signs at gateway points into the city, in the style of existing 
“West End” sign on Highland Avenue coming from the north, and also upon arrival in 
the Malden Center business district to help visitors in cars or on foot to find shops and 
restaurants downtown. Better wayfinding signage promotes a sense of community and 
signifies neighborhood pride for both visitors and residents. 

 

 Ensure all new signs are consistent with other efforts to impart a consistent signage 
appearance (color, typography, etc.) across the city. 

 
 Advise the mayor on updating street signs citywide to be more readable and 

consistent in color. 

 
 Implement general recommendations citywide once adoption is achieved downtown. 
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SPECIFIC RECOMMENDATIONS 

All maps are taken with permission from the presentation “Malden Central Business District 

Traffic Operations Assessment,” Malden Planning Board, February 2012, cityofmalden.org.  

Intersection 1: Commercial Street & Route 60/Centre Street 
 
 
Problems 
 

 No functioning walk signals 

 Improper signage 

 Heavy right turn traffic impedes pedestrians 

 Shrubs on northeast corner of intersection block views for pedestrians 

 The crosswalks on the southbound side of Commercial Street are utilizing one curb cut 
instead of having a dedicated curb cut for each direction 

 Rounded corners make it easier for cars to turn but more difficult for pedestrians to 
cross the street 

 
Recommendations 
 

 Remove “Watch for turning vehicles on walk signal” sign, as it is contrary to state law.  
Replace with a “Yield to Pedestrians” sign. 

 Replace non-functioning walk buttons with properly timed automated signals. 

 Program walk signals to include an adequate walk cycle and add signage to inform 
pedestrians to wait for timed walk signal. 

 Install “No Right on Red” signs to reduce the amount of right turns and improve 
pedestrian safety. 

 Trim back shrubs to improve visibility. 

 Add a curb cut and new crosswalk along the southbound side of Commercial Street to 
shorten the length of the crosswalk. 

 Tighten corners to slow turning vehicles and shorten crossing distances and are safer 
for pedestrians.  

 

http://www.cityofmalden.org/
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Intersection 2: Commercial Street & Pleasant Street 
 
 
Problems 
 

 The stairwell from the Government Center plaza and the crosswalk to the subway 
station do not meet or match up. 

 The intersection is extraordinarily busy due to elderly housing, subway station, Salter 
School and many residential buildings co-existing in one small area.   

 
Recommendations 
 

 Add signage indicating that Pleasant Street exists behind Government Center. 

 Due to high pedestrian traffic to and from the subway station, this may be one area 
where a “barndance” phase can be added to the traffic light sequencing to allow for a 
walk signal for all three crossings to happen simultaneously. We may also want to 
include the intersection of Commercial Street and Exchange Street. 

 Signage indicating where the handicap ramp and elevator for subway station access. 
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Additional Notes 
 
Nearby, the crosswalk on the west side of the Malden Center MBTA Station, parallel to the 
bridge needs to be repainted. The crosswalk at the Pearl Street/Route 60 intersection near 
the Fire Station needs to be repainted. 
 

 

 

Intersection 3: Florence Street & Main Street 
 

Problems 
 

 Extended wait time for pedestrians to get the walk sign. 

 It is a long distance for walkers to cross Florence Street at this intersection. 

 Cars on Florence Street can see traffic light from a long distance and will try to make 
the green light by speeding up. 

 
Recommendations 
 

 Increase the size of the existing island on Florence Street to reduce the walking 
distance and allow for a “refuge” for walkers. 

 Install “yield to pedestrian” signs. 

 Automate signals so pedestrians no longer have to push a button to get a walk sign. 
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Additional Notes 
 
As compliance is good with the parking prohibition on Florence Street within ten feet of the 
intersection (signage forbids it), these two corners may be good candidates to “bump out” 
the sidewalks to both slow traffic and reduce distance to cross Florence Street. 
 
 

 
 

 

Intersection 4: Main Street at Ferry Street & Salem Street 
 
 
Problems 
 

 Very poor timing of traffic lights at the intersection. 

 Push walk buttons or countdown signal heads are not present at all crossing locations.  

 Location of signage presents visibility issues. For example, the traffic light for the left 
turn to continue on Main vs. the “No Right on Red” from Salem onto Main Street. 

 
Recommendations 
 

 Reprogram traffic light cycle to be automated and to allow pedestrians more time to 
cross the street. 

 Paint the crosswalk with a ladder pattern to make it more noticeable for both 
pedestrians and drivers. 
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 Install tactile warning panels to advise visually impaired pedestrians of the possibility 
of oncoming traffic. 

 Relocate traffic light and signage and/or add larger signs when needed. 
 
Additional Notes 
 
Attention should be paid to this intersection for two unique pedestrian populations: high 
school students and public library patrons. 
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Intersection 5: Main Street and Pleasant Street 
 
 
Problems 
 

 “Double-parking” is common on Main Street and makes it more confusing for 
pedestrians and bicycles to predict vehicle movement. 

 Very narrow strip in middle provides some “refuge” for pedestrians, but not much. 
 
Recommendations 
 

 Enforce no “double-parking” rules. 

 Either widen the median strip, or if not possible to do so, lengthen the space that 
pedestrians can stop at before continuing to cross Main Street. 
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Intersection 6: Route 60/Centre Street and Main Street 
   
Problems 
 

 Too long a wait for a walk signal, resulting in the vast majority of pedestrians not 
using the signal, instead crossing when they see that traffic is stopped by a red light.  

 Walk signal is too short for most people to fully cross the street.  

 Turning cars pose a danger to pedestrians and sometimes prevent them from crossing 
during a walk cycle. Also, small signs warn pedestrians to watch for turning cars. 

 Cars stopped at red lights cross stop lines and sometimes encroach into crosswalk.  

 Small curb cuts do not match up well with crosswalks in both directions, extending the 
crossing distance.  

 Wait area on median strip on Centre Street in front of Walgreen’s is placed outside the 
advance stop line rather than being aligned with the crosswalk.  

 
Recommendations 
   

 Reprogram signals to be automated and more pedestrian focused.  

 Existing signs should be removed and replaced with signs telling motorists that 
pedestrians have the right of way. According to the Rt. 60 Mobility Study, signs 
warning pedestrians of turning cars are contrary to state law. 

 Paint higher visibility crosswalks in the ladder style. 

 Enlarge curb cuts to reduce crossing distance and better accommodate strollers and 
wheelchairs. 

 Eliminate waiting area on median or remodel to better align wait area with crosswalk. 

 Install countdown signals for pedestrians crossing the streets. 
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Intersection 7: Route 60/Centre Street from Jackson Street to 

Middlesex Street 
 
    
Problems 
 

 No crosswalk where people need it (muddy path on median is evidence that 
pedestrians use this route frequently, resulting in a high rate of jaywalking, especially 
during rush hour). 

 No crosswalk for the bus stop serving six routes on the south side of Route 60 to allow 
bus riders who get off here to cross street to access Malden Square safely. 

 No curb cut on Centre Street side at Jackson Street. 

 No place for pedestrians to wait safely on median at Jackson Street. 

 Current timing of two lights at parking garages seems to favor cars exiting garages and 
disadvantage pedestrians trying to cross Centre Street. 

 No signage to let people know they have arrived in Malden Center. 
 
Solutions 
 

 See the Jackson Street and Centre Street recommendations at No. 7 on the Malden 
Central Business District Traffic Operations Assessment (February 2011) below. 

 Install new mid-block crosswalk. 

 Encourage parking garage commuters to enjoy the amenities of Malden by attractive, 
easy, logical crosswalks to connect the shopping and restaurants on both sides of 
Centre Street.  

 Install signage to let people know they have arrived in Malden Center and to direct 
them to shops and restaurants. 

 Retime traffic lights and update crosswalks in keeping with the other intersections.  
 
Additional Notes 
 
This area is not dealt with in The Route 60 Mobility Study, but we think it should be. 
 
Middlesex Street is not a cross street and the two sections do not connect. The view looking 
north on Middlesex Street from Centre Street (toward Hugh O’Neil’s), exemplifies a typical 
European narrow streetscape. This area may provide a draw to encourage people to visit 
Malden Center. 
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Appendix A 
 

RECOMMENDATIONS FOR DEVELOPERS 

 
Malden is a densely-populated city of almost 60,000 (including more than 11,000 youth), living 
in just over five square miles. More than 39,000 vehicles pay excise tax to the city. The 
Malden Walkability Committee concurs with research that shows that walkable communities 
have healthier citizens because people walk more when the environment is safe and pleasant. 
In addition, walkable communities have a stronger local economy because pedestrians 
frequent local businesses at a much higher rate. Improvements to Malden's walkability 
infrastructure will increase the quality of life for residents, add to property values, and 
support the economic vitality of the city. 
 
The Malden Walkability Committee respectfully requests the following from all new 
developments in Malden: 
 

 All crosswalks painted in bold white ladder style lines (Mass DOT) 

 Stop line for traffic in bold white at one-half car length before crosswalk 

 Countdown traffic signals installed 

 Street lights installed or repaired 

 Tree grates installed where appropriate 

 Tactile mats installed at crosswalks 

 All lights retimed for longer walk time (concurrent walk light and leading pedestrian 
interval), and for cars to proceed at 25mph (slowed but not stopped) via automated 
signaling 

 Speed limit signs installed 

 Sidewalk hazards repaired 

 Curb extensions and tighter corners to slow vehicles and shorten crossing distances. 

 Median rest areas for pedestrians on wider crossings 

 Streets cleaned 

 Trees, plantings, benches where appropriate. 

 Solar recycling and trash bins installed 

 Lane widths 10 feet 

 Traffic calming on long straightaways   

 “No right on red" signs in high pedestrian areas 

 Midblock crosswalks be constructed when appropriate 

 In-street crosswalks signs provided 

 Wayfinding signage provided where appropriate 
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Appendix B 
 

COST ESTIMATES  

 
Converting Rounded Curb Corners to Square 

Between $15,000 and $20,000 per corner (not including catch basins, if necessary) 

 

Converting Crosswalks to Reflective Epoxy 

Between $5,000 and $7,000 per intersection (versus $1200 for traditional paint) 
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Appendix C 
 

Crosswalk Specifications 

 

 

Credit: Meridian Associates 
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Appendix D 
 

Traffic Improvements By Intersection: BETA 

 

 


